Main object for software company

Kindly help me for Main Object of a Software Developing, Consulting, man-power providing and outsourcing company.

CS Ankur Srivastava (Company Secretary & Compliance Officer)  25 November 2011

Computer and Software Company Object Clause
To own, manage and run computer training and data processing centers and to act as consultants, advisors, developers and traders in computer programming, system development, system design, system architecture, software designing, computer aided designs, data compilation and statistical analysis and to carry on the business of traders, developers, assemblers, repairs, importers, exporters of software packages, computer systems, computer peripherals, computer parts, computer consumables and electronic communication systems, data publishing and processing systems and other industrial automation systems and gadgets.
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Computer consultancy

To carry on and engage in the business at its own or in association with any Indian or foreign agency, individuals, firm, company or Govt. undertaking either in India or abroad and to act as franchise agent for electronic information technology development, upgradation, manufacturing, processing and upgradation of hardware, software, web-site, web-page, internet, e-mail, online electronic communication systems, data processing, developing, producing, generating, manufacturing and dealing in all types of the computer hardwares, softwares, computer stationery and to run and operate the computer hardware and software training institute for the training of the Computer operations, development, upgradation of softwares, Training of SAP packages, ERP packages, accounting, other packages and programming in India and abroad.

To provide consultancy services related to the preparation and maintenance of accounting, statistical or mathematical information and reports, data processing, computer programming and all other related business.
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Information Technology Consultancy

To offer consultancy, advisory and all related services in all areas of information technology including computer hardware and software, data communication, telecommunications, manufacturing and process control and automation, artificial intelligence, natural language processing and to undertake research and development, promote excellence and leadership and computer science, modern mathematics, vedic methodology, vedantic philosophy
and universal and eternal value premises and to provide for such research and development including conduction and participating in seminars, workshops, exhibitions, conferences and the like and to obtain technical know-how, literature, brochures, technical data etc. from abroad and export/disseminate them to other countries and engage in manpower recruitment for overseas requirements and also bring in necessary skilled personnel into the country and to develop, market, implement systems and application software packages and related products for Indian and export markets to conduct software and hardware courses, to offer consultancy including hardware selection, system design, manpower selection, software development, implementation and training and to spread computer literacy and computer aided education in rural and urban areas through application of modern techniques, media communications and to operate data and information processing enters and to render all such services as are required by the customers in relation to processing of information and also in the interpretation, application and use of processed data.

To carry on the business of Software designing, development, customisation, implementation maintenance, testing and benchmarking, designing, developing and dealing in computer software and solutions, and to import, export, sell, purchase, distribute, host (in data centres or over the web) or otherwise deal in own and third party computer software packages, programs and solutions, and to provide internet/web based applications, services and solutions, provide or take up Information technology related assignments on sub-contracting basis, offering services on-site/offsite or through development centres using owned/hired or third party infrastructure and equipment, providing recruitment and HR related services, providing and taking personnel/consultants/human resources to/from other organisations, providing solutions/Packages/services through applications services provider mode via internet or otherwise, to undertake IT enabled services like call Centre Management, Medical and legal transcription, data processing, Back office processing, Accounting, HR and payroll processing, Insurance claims processing, credit card processing, loans and letters of credit processing, cheque processing, data warehousing and database management, to carry on the business of manufacturing, dealing and maintenance of computer hardware, computer systems and assemble data processors, program designs and to buy, sell or otherwise deal in such hardware and software packages and all types of tabulating machine, accounting machines, calculators, computerised telecommunication systems and network, their components, spare parts, equipments and devices and t
o carry on the business of establishing, running and managing institutions, school, and academics for imparting education in computer technology, offering equipment, solutions and services for Networking and network management, data centre management and in providing consultancy services in all above mentioned areas.

To carry on the business of Software Development and to undertake IT enabled services like call Centre Management, Medical and legal transcription, Data processing, warehousing and database management and designing and dealing Computer Software, and to import, export, sell purchase or otherwise deal in Computer Software packages and to carry on the business of dealing in computer hardware, Computer systems and Assemble Data processors, Programmed designs and to buy, sell or otherwise deal in such Hardware and Software packages and all types of tabulating machines, accounting machines, calculators, Computerised telecommunication Systems and Network, their components, spare parts, equipments and devices and to carry on the business of establishing, running and managing Institutions, Schools and academics for imparting education in Computer Technology.

To develop, provide undertake design import export distribute and deal in Systems and application software for microprocessor based information systems, off shore software development projects, internet service provider, and solutions in all areas of application including those in Emerging niche segments like Internet and Intranet website applications solutions software enterprise, resource planning, e-commerce, value added products and other business applications either for its own use for sale in India or for export outside India and to design and develop such systems and application software for and on behalf of manufacturers owners and users of computer, telecom, digital, electronic equipments in India or elsewhere in the world. To manufacture sell export import all kinds of electric & electronic components capable of being used in Electrical & mechanical and electronic Industries including Computers telecommunications to carry our software research and development, to design and develop system software, application software and any other software in India and abroad to start Integrated services Digital Local Network (ISDLAN) dial for data Centres technology parks, wide area network Internet, user net, cyber café services in India and abroad.
The main objective of a software company should be to develop a quality piece of software for the customers and make it as simple as possible to use by as many people as possible and to be compatible with as many devices as possible. The people, choose an application to the detriment of another, firstly based on utility, secondly on speed and third on design, although sometimes a well-designed app could be preferred over another when there's not a big difference between their speed. I think it's important to every piece of soft to have documentation pinned to it, with a how-to explanation. I do that with every software, with the help of Docsie (find here), which was created especially for documenting.
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